4 Quick Test

GRAMMAR

Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.

Example: If I lived in the town centre, I ________ to work.
   A  would walk ✓ B  walk  C  will walk

1  Call me as the concert ________ and I’ll come and pick you up.
   A  will finish  B  have finished  C  is finishing

2  Take some money in case you ________ it.
   A  will need  B  ’re needing  C  need

3  I won’t start the barbecue until the sun ________ down.
   A  has gone  B  will go  C  will have gone

4  We’re late – I hope they ________ eating already.
   A  won’t start  B  won’t be starting  C  won’t have started

5  I’ll come on the picnic if I ________ any work to do over the weekend.
   A  wouldn’t have  B  don’t have  C  won’t have

6  If you like romantic fiction, you ________ the book I’ve just read.
   A  ’re loving  B  love  C  ’ll love

7  Don’t come before 8.00 because I ________ homework.
   A  have done  B  ’ll do  C  ’ll be doing

8  They ________ painting the house by the end of the month.
   A  ’ll be finish  B  ’ll have finished  C  ’ve been finished

9  By the time you read this email, ________ on the beach!
   A  I’m going to lie  B  I’ll be lying  C  I’ll lie

10 I ________ to France for work soon. Do you want me to bring you anything back?
    A  ’ll be gone  B  ’ll have gone  C  ’ll be going

11 In June next year, Paula and Martin ________ for 20 years.
    A  will be marrying  B  will have been married  C  will be married

12 If I ________ you by Saturday, go to the concert without me.
    A  ’m not phoning  B  haven’t phoned  C  won’t phone

13 Take a jacket with you ________ it gets cold later.
    A  in case  B  until  C  unless

14 If you ________ an eagle, you can’t imagine how impressive they are.
    A  ’ve never seen  B  will never see  C  don’t see

15 The weather ________ much worse in the future.
    A  will be probably  B  will likely be  C  will probably be

16 We ________ the meeting by 4.00, so I’ll meet you at 4.30.
    A  ’ll have finished  B  ’ve been finishing  C  ’ll finish

17 Take some water as you’re ________ thirsty if it’s hot.
    A  probably to get  B  likely get  C  likely to get

18 You won’t get into medical school ________ you study really hard.
    A  unless  B  after  C  in case

19 If you ________ blue and yellow, you get green.
    A  will mix  B  mix  C  are mixing

20 I hope I ________ most of my work by the weekend.
    A  ’ll do  B  ’ll have done  C  ’ll be doing
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**VOCABULARY**

a **Tick (✓) the correct word, A, B, or C.**

Example: A long, hot, dry period when there is little rain.

A drought ✓ B blizzard □ C monsoon □

1 a soft and gentle wind
A drizzle □ B breeze □ C shower □

2 a period of good weather without much change
A settled □ B changeable □ C clear □

3 the opposite of freezing
A drizzling □ B pouring □ C boiling □

4 a bit cold
A mild □ B chilly □ C damp □

5 noise during a storm
A lightning □ B hurricane □ C thunder □

6 the opposite of warm
A humid □ B cool □ C damp □

7 small pieces of ice that fall like rain
A blizzard □ B drought □ C hail □

b **Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.**

Example: I suffer from eco-________.
A awareness □ B guilt ✓ C sense □

8 I try to buy products made with environmentally-________ materials.
A produced □ B friendly □ C aware □

9 I try to ________ all my paper and plastic waste.
A return □ B reuse □ C recycle □

10 Many homes will have their own wind ________ in the future.
A engines □ B turbines □ C panels □

11 Sea water can be made drinkable in ________ plants.
A desalination □ B desalting □ C unsalting □

12 Many countries’ water supplies are starting to run ________.
A off □ B out □ C down □

c **Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.**

Example: I’m not cautious. I take ________.
A decisions □ B risks ✓ C notice □

13 You must take all your flights into ________ when you work out your carbon footprint.
A mind □ B notice □ C account □

14 I don’t take ________ either of my parents – maybe they got the wrong baby at the hospital!
A after □ B to □ C from □

15 I’m going to take ________ horse riding. It looks so exciting.
A on □ B up □ C to □

16 Sam takes things too ________. He should learn to relax.
A carefully □ B easily □ C seriously □
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17 The talk will take ________ on Thursday night in the town hall.
   A time  B place  C part

18 We should take ________ of the weather and go to the beach.
   A notice  B advantage  C care

19 We don’t like eating in a hurry. We like to take our ________.
   A care  B easy  C time

20 You must take ________ some good travel insurance if you want to do this trip.
   A up  B out  C on

PRONUNCIATION

a Which word has a different sound? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A ankle  B palm  ✓ C glad

1  A blow  B below  C showers
2  A heat  B weather  C feast
3  A cool  B flood  C boot
4  A bought  B fought  C drought
5  A thunder  B humid  C rubbish

b Which is the correctly stressed syllable? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A devastated  B devastated  ✓ C devastated

6  A reusable  B reusable  C reusable
7  A environment  B environment  C environment
8  A hurricane  B hurricane  C hurricane
9  A temperature  B temperature  C temperature
10 A investigator  B investigator  C investigator
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